UNIVERSITY GRADUATE COUNCIL AGENDA  
MARCH 29, 2011 (2:30 – 4:30 P.M.)  
LOCATION: COOR 5536

1. Overview of Council Business – Allison (Information)

2. Approval of Previous Minutes – January 25, 2011 Meeting – Allison (Action)

3. Consent Agenda Item(s) – Allison (Action)

   a. Group A:
      ▪ Proposal to establish a Master of Advanced Study in Sustainable Tourism degree program in the School of Community Resources and Development within the College of Public Programs
         Master of Advanced Study in Sustainable Tourism (UGC Final Copy)

   b. Group B:
      ▪ Proposal to establish a Digital Culture in Design concentration under the Doctor of Philosophy in Design, Environment and the Arts degree program in The Design School within the Herberger Institute for Design and the Arts
         Digital Culture in Design Concentration (UGC Final Copy)

   c. Group C:
      ▪ Proposal to establish a Complex Adaptive Systems Science concentration under the following six Doctor of Philosophy (Ph.D.) degree programs in the academic units as outlined.
        1) PhD in Anthropology, 2) PhD in Applied Mathematics in the Life and Social Sciences, 3) PhD in Global Health and the Environmental Social Science in the School of Human Evolution and Social Change within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
        5) PhD in Biology in the School of Life Sciences within the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
        6) PhD in Sustainability in the School of Sustainability
         Complex Adaptive Systems Science (CASS) Concentration (UGC Final Copy)
4. Satisfactory Academic Progress Policy Checklists and Best Practices – Brett (Overview and Discussion)

5. Roundtable – Council Members (Information)